
LAPWG MOTH REPORT 2019                                                                              from Mary Atkinson 
 

January was pretty dud; February was influenced by the jet-stream bringing warm air from the Azores, 
making moth-ers agog for migrants. A few got as far as our area but other parts, particularly the Scillies, 
fared better. 
 

March was very wet and windy do despite fairly mild nights, conditions weren’t too favourable, and cer-
tainly decidedly uninviting for the trappers among us. Compared with this time last year, only half the num-
ber of trap nights so far. 
 

April cold nights on the whole at least for the first half of the month. Despite that, some exceptionally early 
emergences on the few mild trap nights for example Flame Shoulder and Broken-barred Carpet. A brief but 
glorious few days at Easter brought out more early emergences such as Small Phoenix before we were 
closed down again by rain and strong winds. 
 

May and June. Frustratingly, still changeable with fewer than usual suitable trapping nights and low num-
bers caught. 
 

July at last warmer nights brought more trapping opportunities and bigger catches! As usual, catches tend 
to peak in July. Some species are numerous, others inexplicably down. There are more Heart & Darts than 
have occurred for some years and the Uncertain/Rustic aggregate (so called because these two species are 
usually very difficult to differentiate without gen.det.) are abundant. The various Carpet species seem gen-
erally down, so far at least, but the warmer nights are at last bringing in the small micros. 
A pulse of very warm air from the Continent and Africa has so far not resulted in an influx of migrants. 
 

August starting unsettled. The carpet species seem well down still. However a spell of better weather pro-
duced some better catches. Some usually common species  such as Riband Wave noticeably scarce this 
year. 
 

September had some lovely weather producing an upsurge of butterflies but 
not really echoed by the moths. Few warm nights and the month ended un-
settled wet and windy so the National Moth nights were affected. Very few 
migrants although Jen had visits from two distinctly different Convolvulus 
Hawk Moths in mid-September. 
Top right is a male; lower right, female.  The male looked to be smaller and in 
the field guide by Paul Waring & all, it states that the female is larger and 
plainer. 
 

 

October A largely unsettled month has given very few trapping opportunities 
with few moths. Trappers down west seem to have had bigger catches, more 
trapping nights and quite a few migrants. I think coastal locations have been 
more favoured. 
 

November Same as October! 
 

December The relatively meagre catches here these days are in sharp contrast 
to our experience in France this summer. Running the Synergetic tube with a 
Skinner trap gave enormous catches in various locations mainly in central 
France. Numbers were too great to even try to identify the abundant micros. 
Still struggling to identify some of the larger moths too...an interesting job for 
rainy winter days! 
 
 
 
The eagerly awaited National Atlas of the Bigger Moths arrived in November. Well presented, this book is a 
feast. It’s so interesting to see the wider distribution of moths we see here in Cornwall, and a stimulus to 
continue ‘filling in the dots on the map’! 


